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Pure Edge’s organizational mission and commitment is to serve scholars and those who teach them.  

This is done through direct service, advocacy and active research partnerships that contribute to the 

education, health and wellness, school-based mindfulness and social and emotional learning (SEL) 

fields from which best practices are drawn.  

 

This paper marks the first step in Pure Edge’s sharing out of its fidelity of implementation (FOI) work.  It 

discusses the role of the CORE process (Feagans-Gould, Dariotis, Greenberg, & Mendelson, 2015) as 

a guide and details the development and refinement of the Fidelity Observation Form (FOF).  A study 

of the FOF’s reliability and validity along with an invitation to the field to engage in further research 

into the FOF’s characteristics and utility for the field.   

 

Background 

 

Education is increasingly looking to mindfulness, health and wellness, and SEL to help counteract the 

impacts of stress and trauma on learning and development (Shonkoff, Boyce & McEwen, 2009; 

Teicher et al., 2002).  As visibility and demand increase, these fields have issued calls for further re-

search on their application within youth and school settings (Argon, Berends, Ellis, Gonzalez 2010; 

Jones, Greenberg & Crowley, 2015; Mind and Life Education Research Network, 2012).  They seek to 

advance through increased rigor (Greenberg & Harris, 2011; Khalsa & Butzer, 2016; Serwacki & Cook-

Cottone, 2012), standards (Joint Committee on National Health Education Standards, 2007), and 

frameworks (Gard, Noggle, Park, Vago & Wilson, 2014; Lewallen, Hunt, Potts-Datema, Zaza & Giles, 

2015).  Fidelity of implementation, the degree to which a program is implemented as designed, is an 

area that promises to significantly strengthen each field (Feagans-Gould, Dariotis, Greenberg, & 

Mendelson, 2015; McLaughlin & Jordan, 2010; Rog, 2010) through improving program quality and 

supporting rigorous research (Century, Rudnick & Freeman, 2010).    

 

In their work on assessing Fidelity of implementation (FOI) within school based mindfulness and yoga 

programs, Feagans-Gould et al. (2015) set forth five recommendations to help meet the need for ad-

ditional rigor in the nascent field: 

 

1. Clearly defining core program components 

2. Clearly articulating core process components 

3. Assess and report multiple dimensional aspects of FOI 

4. Develop observational assessment systems and common FOI measures 

5. Build common FOI language and frameworks 

 

Pure Edge incorporated recommendations 1-4 into its core FOI instrument, the Fidelity Observation 

Form (FOF). The FOF documents classroom level program fidelity, addresses dosage, student en-

gagement and can scale to multi-class, multi-site programs.  This paper expands upon previously re-

leased FOF guidelines (Pure Edge, 2017) by offering background on its development and studying its 

reliability and validity. 
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Fidelity Observation Form Development 

 

The development of the FOF occurred as the Pure Power1 curriculum was undergoing a full revision.  

These simultaneous processes offered the opportunity to strengthen the alignment between the pre-

vious observation form (Hagins and Rundle, 2016) and the curriculum.  Both Pure Power and FOF use 

the same organizational language.  The curriculum includes lesson preparation, daily objectives, and 

visual agendas.  It also provides feedback anchors and empowers students to connect their learning 

in the moment to the overarching objectives of the class (Hattie and Timperly, 2007).  These core 

components should be observable in any Pure Power class implemented with fidelity. 

 

The FOF is aligned to Pure Power and includes the same organizational features as the curriculum.  

Both reflect recognized common and recommended best practices for teaching and classroom ob-

servation instruments (Dean, Hubbel, Pitler & Stone, 2012; Hora, 2015; Marzano, 2007; Pianta, Paro & 

Hamre, 2008). 

 

The FOF’s development and refinement cycle included pilot observations with research and pro-

gram team members across the Pure Edge network.  These meetings, pilot observations and feed-

back sessions led to refinements of the form and its support documents (Appendices A and B).  Ex-

tensive collaboration between curriculum writers, researchers and program implementers supports 

the case for viewing the FOF as a reliable and valid measure of the implementation of Pure Power.  

However, its reliability and validity have not been formally studied until now.  

 

Working with the FOF: Form Structure 

 

The FOF (Appendix A) is composed of 59 data elements organized in blocks of information that doc-

ument various aspects of a Pure Power session.  There are three overarching scales on the FOF.  The 

Structural Fidelity scale focuses on the classroom environment and what is taught.  Time Allocation 

documents the amount of time allotted to breathe, move, rest, and content components in each 

session.  The Process Fidelity scale covers how the sessions are being taught.   Structural Fidelity and 

Time Allocation also include theorized subscales.  Within this paper, FOF items are referenced by their 

scale and item number within that scale (See Table 2).  For example, the third item in the Structure 

Fidelity scale, item S3, focuses on visible posture objectives. The FOF guidelines (Pure Edge, 2017) pro-

vide additional detail on the FOF and how to use it. 

 

FOF Dataset 

 

The data in this analysis were collected in Ravenswood City School District (RCSD) where Pure Power 

was implemented over the course of three academic years. Because this study is focused on the va-

lidity and reliability of the instrument, not program implementation or outcome data, no further infor-

mation about the school district is included in this paper.  
 
 

 
1Available at www.pureedgeinc.org/curriculum  
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The dataset, collected by three different observers from September through April of Pure Power’s 

third academic year in RCSD, includes 140 observations and 21 different health and wellness instruc-

tors.  The observations occurred across seven schools and included kindergarten through eighth 

grade students.  Table 1 details the observation dataset.  Each observer conducted at least one ob-

servation at each school.  Nine of the 21 instructors were observed by all three observers over the 

course of the data collection. 

 

Table 1: RCSD Fidelity Observation Form Dataset 

 

Missing Value Treatment 

 

Missing values can impact the outcomes of any study.  Learning about their distribution, the options 

for handling them, and their costs and benefits is important as each study is unique (Hatry, 2010).  Ta-

ble 2 displays the missing values within the FOF dataset by item.  Overall about 3% of the items in the 

dataset were missing. There are 118 missing values distributed throughout the dataset.  The items 

most frequently missing values were S5-Percent Exited, S4-Percent Entered and S10-Connect.  Missing 

values were distributed across observations, not isolated within a few low quality observations.  Be-

cause of the number of missing values, their distribution across observations and items and their po-

tential impact on the dataset, both listwise deletion and imputation processes to replace the missing 

values were considered (Garson, 2015; Hatry 2010). 

 

Listwise deletion, which removes any case that includes a single missing value, would reduce the 

number of observations by 39% on Structural Fidelity from 119 down to 72 and by 8% on Process Fidel-

ity from 119 down to 109.  The reduction of statistical power in subsequent analyses, specifically on 

Structural Fidelity, could support replacing missing variables through either expectation-maximization 

(EM) or multiple imputation (Graham, 2009).  
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Table 2: Item Descriptive Statistics and Missing Values 

FOF Reliability 

 

Table 3 displays the reliability, or internal consistency among the set of items, for the Structural and 

Process Fidelity scales.  The Original Dataset and a process for replacing the missing values (EM) are 

displayed (Garson, 2015).  Cronbach’s Alpha and the items whose removal from each scale would 

improve its alpha level are included in the table. 

 

As Table 3 indicates, the reliabilities for the Structural and Process Fidelity scales of the FOF meet the 

critical alpha .70 threshold for acceptable levels through either the Original Dataset or  the  
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Expectation Maximization (EM) approach (Lavrakas, 2008). During the EM analysis Little’s MCAR test 

was also run to ensure missing values were missing completely at random.  The Structural Fidelity 

scale passed the Little’s MCAR test, the Process Fidelity scale did not.  This indicates the items on the 

Process Fidelity scale may or may not be missing at random. While both approaches indicate the 

two scales being tested are reliable, the original dataset yields both higher alpha levels and is not 

subject to the Little’s MCAR assumption.   

 

Table 3: Reliability for Original and Imputed Dataset 

This study focuses on reliability and validity, as opposed to hypothesis testing.  Maximizing the number 

of observations is not critical in a reliability and validity study.  Additionally, the internal consistency 

Alpha levels of both the Original and EM datasets are acceptable and fewer items in the Original 

version of the dataset detract from the scale consistency.  Thus, the Original Dataset is used through-

out the remainder of this paper.   

 

The Structural Fidelity scale’s alpha of .79 exceed the .70 critical value of Cronbach’s Alpha 

(Lavrakas, 2008) indicating its items hold together “acceptably” bordering on “well”.  The Process Fi-

delity scale alpha of .89 indicates the items in the scale hold together “well.”  The alpha levels of 

both scales support the conclusion that they consistently measure related phenomena. 

 

Inter-Rater Reliability 

 

In addition to looking at the reliability of the FOF, the reliability within the team of observers who col-

lected the data needs to be examined.  The observation team that collected these data included 

three individuals from the Pure Edge team.   Training for members of the observation team included 

review of the FOF, practice observations and debriefing sessions.  Full team observations were fol-

lowed by calibration observations that included combinations of the three team members.  Training 

and inter-rater reliability sessions occurred over the course of year two and year three of the project.  

  

Intra-class correlations (ICC) were run to examine inter-rater reliability because of its ability to accom-

modate more than two observers, incorporate multiple response types and generalize across items 

and raters to balance over repeated observations.  In order to fit the data into the ICC parameters, 

dichotomous yes/no items were recoded to 0=no and 1=yes.  Multiple choice items were recoded 

on a five point scale from 0 (Strongly Disagree) to 4 (Strongly Agree) and treated as interval level da-

ta.  The ICC was a fully crossed design where all three observers conducted three formal observa-

tions for the purpose of the ICC analysis.  Additional group observations were conducted but did not 

include all three members of the observation team.  
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A series of ICCs was run to build cautiously toward an understanding of agreement across the FOF.  

This was done to accommodate the different response types embedded within the Structural Fidelity 

scale.  An ICC was run on each response type individually, then a fifth ICC was run on the values 

from the full set of Structural Fidelity items.  This approach builds a case for inter-rater reliability across 

the full Structural Fidelity scale of the FOF and points out the areas where disagreement between 

the observers existed.   

 

Table 4 displays Intra-class correlations (ICC 2,3) for the full form and the various proposed sub-

scales.  ICC average on the full form indicates inter-rater reliability was excellent (Cicchetti, 1994).  

Observers had a high degree of agreement. The ICC suggests that the independent observers intro-

duced a minimal amount of measurement error and supports conclusions that their individual obser-

vations would be consistent if conducted as a team.  The pooling of the three independent observ-

ers’ FOF observations into a single dataset for analysis is thus supported by the ICC (Hallgren, 2012).   

 

Table 4: Intra-Class Correlations 

As the FOF is broken down into its constituent parts the strength of the ICCs is inconsistent.  It remains 

high on ICC1 which includes items from routines (S1, S2,S3) and environment (S6, S7, S8) but drops 

markedly on ICC2 which includes the Likert scale items (S4, S5, S9-S12).  The Process Fidelity ICC is al-

so low.   

 

The ICCs displayed in Table 4 indicate the team of observers who collected these data operated 

with a high degree of reliability.  The ICC averages on the Process and Fidelity Scales range from fair 

(ICC6 = .64) to excellent (ICC5 = .99) as is the Full Form ICC (ICC7).  While the ICC confidence inter-

val lower and upper bounds, are generally sound, the Process Fidelity confidence interval (ICC6) in-

cludes a negative lower bound and is large.  Adding more observations to the ICC dataset would 

likely decrease its range, bringing it to a more acceptable level.  

 

FOF Validity 

 

Confirming the FOF as a valid measure of the implementation of the Pure Power program begins 

with revisiting its development and runs beyond the scope of this paper into future analyses.    As 

previously noted, the FOF’s development began with an observation form developed by Hagins 

and Rundle (2016) in partnership with the program’s curriculum writers.  When the Pure Power  
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curriculum was being revised, a parallel revision process for the FOF was undertaken.  Both revision 

processes were designed to yield products aligned to one another. 

 

The FOF development process included sessions with curriculum developers, program observers, pro-

gram implementers and researchers.  The process focused on establishing common understandings 

on goals and expected outcomes of the FOF and fidelity of implementation program.  The primary 

tool for establishing these understandings was open dialogue and practice with the FOF in context.  

 

Working within the CORE framework, the FOF development team piloted the FOF in Pure Power pro-

grams across the country.  In each location, the two primary FOF developers were joined by two or 

three partners from the local Pure Power program and/or research teams. The pilot observation ses-

sions included a minimum of two observations at two different sites. These pilot observations encour-

aged group reflection and reading of the data, checking data fit and form functionality within the 

observation team and across individual observations.  These sessions were key parts of CORE Step 2, 

Operationalize & Measure. 

 

Additional validity checks were conducted with Pure Power instructors and RCSD personnel during 

data collection. These were critical in helping the RCSD instructors understand what the program 

team was looking for during observations and opening dialogue about the utility of the FOF for doc-

umenting program implementation and driving program improvement.  This assured the observation 

team the FOF was a valid documentation of what was actually happening in Pure Power class ses-

sions.  The series of discussions, working sessions and refinements over the course of the FOF’s devel-

opment, piloting and active administration led to the FOF and Pure Power being intertwined. 

 

Conclusion and Invitation 

 

The CORE process has been at the heart of Pure Edge’s fidelity of implementation work.  This paper 

has sought to move Pure Edge’s FOI work from CORE Step two, Operationalize and Measure to 

CORE Step three, Run Analyses and Report/Review Findings.  According to these analyses the FOF’s 

internal consistency and interrater reliability are excellent.  Its validity claim is supported by the roles 

of experts in its design and development as well as its refinement through the lens of the CORE pro-

cess.   Though much went into it as an instrument of program support, additional opportunities exist 

to improve what is known on how it performs as a measurement tool in research contexts.  Further 

analysis into the FOF’s properties and subscales is warranted.  A traditional instrument development 

process would lead to a series of factor analyses to explore the relationships between items to con-

firm them, ideally in a separate sample.   

 

The FOF’s path to full-fledged psychometric validation is long but given its potential and the field’s 

direction and promise (Felver, Celis de-Hoyos, Tezanos & Singh, 2016; Serwacki & Cook-Cottone, 

2012; Zoogman, Goldberg, Hoyt & Miller, 2014) worth taking. The FOF is shared here in hopes that its 

continued refinement and use contributes to the field as it moves toward deeper understandings of 

the processes and circumstances that support student and educator well-being within school set-

tings.  
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